“We Are In A Presentation!”
Hannah Huff & Holly Gough

Context
We are third year Primary Education students engaging with an
‘Exploring Children’s Literature’ course at the University of Greenwich,
London.
Our prior experience includes placements in KS2 and the EYFS as well
as focussed observations of Literacy across a selection of Greenwich
schools.

OUResearch inspiration and rationale
We have chosen to focus on strand one of the Teachers as Readers
(TaRs) (Cremin et al., 2014) which states that in order to foster reading for
pleasure Teachers need to develop a considerable knowledge of children’s
literature and other texts.







Develop children as readers who can and do choose to read (Cremin et al.,
2014)
Allow us to recommend texts in line with children’s interests choice (Gamble
and Yates, 2008; Cremin et al., 2014)
Enable pupil choice (Gamble and Yates, 2008; DfE, 2012;Cremin et al.,
2014, Bearne and Reedy, 2018)
Promote engagement (Cremin et al., 2014, Glazzard, 2017)

We have chosen to focus on this strand because we felt that this was an area in
which our knowledge was limited and needed developing.

Surveys

Oh dear, they
don’t know very
much, Gerald…

Similarly, only 10% of
teachers could name
six poets and again,
these were the most
well-known and didn’t
acknowledge newer
poets. These findings
were also echoed in
our surveys.

Our initial surveys highlighted
our need to extend our
knowledge. Our answers
reflected the TaRs research
which suggested that the
most common authors listed
were celebrity authors or
authors from the teacher’s
own childhood. As you can
see, this is exactly how we
responded.

Aims
 Increase and expand our knowledge of children’s authors

 Develop our knowledge of and confidence in using poetry with
children

 Consider and develop our knowledge of BME and LGBT literature to
ensure representation within our classrooms
Piggie,
what are
their aims?

Listen,
Gerald!

Outline
What’s
coming next,
Piggie?

I’ll have a
look, Gerald.

Outline

They’re going to show
photos and describe
the work they have
done to meet these
aims…

During the course we
had the opportunity to
visit the Centre for
Literacy in Primary
Education. This
allowed us to look at
an extensive collection
of quality children’s
literature in their
library.

CLPE

This enabled us to get to know a
wide range of authors and
identify areas of children’s
literature in which we needed to
deepen our knowledge, such as
poetry and graphic novels. This
will enable us to ensure that
when we, as teachers, are
preparing our own book corners
and developing reading for
pleasure in our classrooms, we
can provide texts to entice all
readers.

Poetry
Allan Ahlberg
John Agard
Steven Camden Valerie Bloom

Ruth Awolola

The focus of our session at CLPE was poetry. Whilst we have
had opportunities to teach poetry we hadn’t necessarily
developed our knowledge of children’s poets. Instead,
focusing on developing the children’s understanding of
different poetry techniques and choosing poetry to suit this.
Reading poetry at CLPE and considering how these could be
performed and interpreted was hugely beneficial when
considering ideas for our classroom practice. We were also
introduced to new poets, Kwame Alexander, for example,
and considered how different poets could be used to appeal
to different children.

Exploring the Book Barn
Following our visit to CLPE
we visited two schools with
high quality literacy
teaching. One of their
‘Book Barns’ allowed us to
build on what we had
started at CLPE. We
gained a wider and deeper
understanding of texts as
we identified books and
authors we had seen
before and found books
which followed the same
themes. This allowed us to
identify books to offer
children as an extension to
what they are already
reading.

Diversity
A session with Amnesty International and
a university workshop provided an
opportunity to explore diversity within
children’s literature.
We feel really strongly that all children
should be represented in the literature
available in the book corner.
We believe that this will encourage
children to read for pleasure because they
will feel connected to the book.

A whole-school exhibition!
During a visit to our second school
we saw reading for pleasure in
action. Not only did the whole
school stop for 15 minutes every
day to read, including all of the
teachers, they also collectively
focus on one book for the Spring
term and the whole school come
together to produce an exhibition
inspired by the book. They host
parents, carers and the local
community for an evening to enjoy
the exhibition and performances
by the children.

This demonstrates
fantastic practice and is
easy to see why they
won the UKLA School
of the Year Award.

Communities of Readers

We found that acting within a community of readers was really important for
our developing knowledge. We used social media, particularly WhatsApp and
twitter to discuss our opinions on texts which allowed us to consider different
viewpoints. We also often participated in conversations together and in groups
which allowed us to explore these viewpoints in more depth.

Impact


Throughout the ‘Exploring Children’s Literature’ course we have reflected
upon our reading habits:

Holly: “I have always seen myself as a reader, but I didn’t necessarily recognise

the importance of reading children’s literature, tending to opt for adult fiction.”
Hannah: “As a child I enjoyed reading a breadth of different authors and text

types, however, as I’ve got older and time has become more precious reading
was less of a priority.”



Throughout the ‘Exploring Children’s Literature’ course we have reflected
upon our limited knowledge of children’s authors:

“As a result of the course we recognise the importance of developing our
knowledge of children’s authors to inspire the children and encourage them to
read for pleasure.”
Visits to schools that demonstrate a progressive literacy focus have had a positive
impact on our practice!

Reflections on impact the TaRs research
had on practice
Next steps:

 Continue to develop our knowledge of children’s authors
as part of our continuous professional development

 Ensure all children are represented within the literature
provided in our classrooms

 Continue to develop our knowledge of children’s poets
as well as how to incorporate poetry in the classroom

 Provide ample choice for children to ensure agency in
their reading

 Ensure opportunities for children to read for pleasure
are provided (where we read too!)

Updated Survey

As you can see,
following this research
our awareness of
children’s authors and
poets has greatly
improved!

“You can find magic wherever
you look. Sit back and relax, all
you need is a book.” Dr Seuss

With thanks to Mo Willems
who doesn’t know that
Gerald and Piggie found
their way into a
presentation!
(Willems, M. 2010. We are in a book! New York, Hyperion)

